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A HOME FOR HISTORIANS OF CANADIAN SCIENCE AND TECHNOLOGY

The rapid grcwth of the field of the history of Canadian science and technology 
once again brings up the question of whether we should hâve (or even need) an 
institutional framework, in short, a society to promote our subject. Talk 
on this issue has been going en for sane years but with no action. In many 
ways this field, or what amounts to a loose association of fields, has 
operated along the lines of what Derek Price naired 'Invisible Colleges*, 
that is, informai collectivities for research and teaching. No one existing 
society in Canada fulfills the rôle we might envision, but the possibility 
of creating a new leamed society seems remote, since it would never be very 
large. Recent rumours that the Fédéral govemment may eut off funding to 
small societies sinply undersoores the unlikeliness of a new organization.

Nevertheless, there is a feeling amongst many of us that something permanent 
is needed and the widespread interest showed at the Kingston Conférence tells 
us that there are many potential merrbers of a Canadian studies group, at least 
150 and, with amateurs, perhaps twice that nunber. But if we cannot think 
in terms of our own society, who would offer us a confortable home? Ihe 
Canadian Historical Association has never shown much interest. The Association 
for Canadian Studies (see News) is interested, but since they do not meet with 
the Leamed Societies, many potential menbers might see this as a drawback.

Ihe one society that enrols a good nunber of Canadian historians of science 
and technology is the Canadian Society for History and Philosophy of Science 
(CSHPS) . Attenpts made in 1975-76 to hâve Canadian studies reoognized by that 
society were rebuffed. New we hâve a report of a Task Force of CSHPS, authored 
by Jchn Farley, Polly Winsor, and Michael Ruse, which suggests that an ac
commodation should be reached with what they call the 'Canadian Group. ' Their 
feeling is that the HSTC BULLETIN should marge with their sociétal bulletin, 
a move that the présent editors hâve declined to take since we feel that our 
constituency is very different (although not entirely lacking in overlap) . 
While the BULLETIN and HSTC Publications shall remain independent, perhaps 
the CSHPS can, with seme changes, become a home for a great nunber of the 
historians of Canadian science and technology. We hope that negotiations 
will proceed swiftly and oordially.
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